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Introduction Methodology
We present a case study for uncertainty handling in 
human behavior visual analytics. Our data from IEEE 
VAST Challenge 2014 concerns integration of GPS tra-
jectory logs together with a few other location related 
properties. The data have many errors, data missing and 
conflicts. In this work, we identify and fix several kinds of 
uncertainties in the dataset.
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Behavior Analysis based on Processed Data
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Showing most spatially 
overlapped trajectories

E2.1: Abila Park

E2.2: Alhhago Museum

E2.3: Dining place

E1.1: Kronos Mart

E1.2: Dining place,
also near Herreron’s house

Pattern 3: In the weekend, they 
drove together, went to eating, 
park or museum. Herreron Kanon 
paid for the bill.

Pattern 1: They go together in one 
car. Herreron Kanon drove, and he
paid for two in lunch while Orilla 
Elsa used her Loyalty Card

Pattern 2: They go together in one 
car. Orilla Elsa drove, Herrero 
Kanon paid for two in lunch while 
Orilla Elsa used her Loyalty Card

Outlier: Orilla went to the

e

musuem again in Sunday

GPS Data

POI Map 

Identify the regular place 
(e.g. GAStech), calculate the shift

Workflow dealing with GPS shift uncertainty

Downsample the data, 
get the general pattern

Dealing with shift uncertainty

Reduce the noise e�ect

Before preprocessing After preprocessing

Spatial View

Event View
Apply the shift for GPS logs

GAStech

Transaction and POI matches

GPS Data Calculate the spatial movement 
between consecutive GPS records

Workflow dealing with GPS missing data

Set the threshold for 
the ‘Jump’ situation

Identify the missing data, 
tagging with the dash line

Dash line indicating the missing data, also 
indicating the source / destination information

ID: 9 Calzas Axel
Originally, the bill’s time is 12:00 Match to the breakfast time

Transaction Data

Stop-Event Data 
(preprocessed GPS data)

Check whether the transaction
 place and stop place matches

Certain

Seek for the stop-event backward in time, 
�nd the position matches while no other 

transaction event is there

Yes

No

Workflow dealing with Transaction Time Uncertainty

Example 1

Example 2

Originally, the bill’s time is 3:50, 
and happens in Kronos Mart

Match to last day’s afternoon, 15:50

Kronos Mart

Before preprocessing After preprocessing

Uncertainty
Type

Dealing with 
Uncertainty

Map Trajectory
Data

Transac�on
data (low 
resolu�on)

Transac�on 
data (high 
resolu�on)

Descrip�on

POI
informa�on

POI region range 
extrac�on

√ Extract a range with uncertainty 
from the JPEG map

POI region range 
refinement

√ √ Based on common pa�ern extracted 
from the trajectory data

Temporal
informa�on

Resolu�on 
refinement

√ √ Mark the detail �me based on the 
matched event with high resolu�on

Transac�on �me 
error and conflict

√ √ √ Mark the conflict �me for each 
transac�on events

Transac�on 
a�ribute

Data missing √ √ Add and mark the missing records
Price conflict √ √ Mark two values

Loca�on 
informa�on

Loca�on conflict √ √ √ Mark the conflict loca�on 
Loca�on missing, 
shi� and noise

√ √ √ √ Mark the ‘jump’ posi�on and shi� 
based on common pa�ern and POI, 
using the transac�on for verifica�on

People 
informa�on

Missing car 
assignment

√ √ √ Find people who have the matched 
transac�on and loca�on of the car

1) Data-driven approach: We use the distribution of the data points, to further improve the automatic calcu-
lation of the POI position.
2) Cross reference of heterogeneous data set: By investigating the shared attributes from different data 
source, we can mark different level of uncertainty and reduce uncertainty in a reasonable level.
3) Combined visual exploration with automatic calculation: Together with automatic calculation and batch 
processing, we also use the visual interface to investigate the uncertain data, which provides the feedback 
loop to further improve the data quality.

Event Timeline

We combine different data-
sets with the concept of 
movement event. The events 
are first defined from the 
GPS logs, as stops above 1 
minute. Each event is natu-
rally associated with a car, a 
time span and a location.

The fused event data can be visualized with a event. The X axis represents 
hour of day, while the Y axis represents each day. Each event is represented as 
a rectangle, with the color showing POI categories, and position showing its 
start and end times. White circle indicates the transaction record, the size of 
which is the price paid. Red rectangle indicates the result of outlier detection 
methods, to help people analyze the data.

Visual Mapping

Event Definition

Correlation Pattern Exploration Step
The case is done based on the uncertainty pro-
cessing, the exploration step in al is as follows.
Step 1: Visualize the movement in the spatial view, 
and detect the shift and errors. And also find outli-
ers in the event timeline view.
Step 2: Find some places that have high ratio of 
apperance, and compare with the corresponding 
routes in the same time of other people.
Step 3: Calculate the shift values based on the 
movement on places of interest. Shift back the 
routes. Use downsampling to reduce the noises.
Step 4: Verify the shifted routes with the event 
timeline view, which matches the regular patterns.
Step 5: Identify some places of interest this 
people usually go, and filter for people with the 
same route, and find there are very similar routing 
behaviors of the other person.
Step 6: Further check with the transaction data, 
identify the correlation between two people.


